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Structure of interfacial liquids: X-ray scattering studies

C.-J. Yu, A. G. Richter, J. Kmetko, S. W. Dugan, A. Datta, and P. Dutta
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60208-3112

~Received 10 July 2000; published 25 January 2001!

We have used synchrotron x rays to study three different liquids near solid-liquid interfaces. For either
ultrathin (45–90 Å) or thick (;5000 Å) liquid films on silicon substrates, we find~on the basis of diffraction
peaks or specular reflectivity data! that the molecules form 3–6 layers at the interface, with plane spacings
close to the molecular dimensions. Rough surfaces and/or impurities reduce the density oscillation amplitudes.
Making the liquid film very thin does not observably enhance the effect, which implies that layering is present
even at an isolated interface~i.e., in a semi-infinite liquid!. On the other hand, predeposited impurities diffuse
away from the interface more easily if the liquid films are thick. The liquids studied are nonconducting,
nonpolar, and nonreactive; the molecules are roughly spherical; and our substrate surface has no lateral
structure. Thus our observations should apply to any liquid near a hard wall.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of liquid molecules at solid-liquid interfac
is relevant to a variety of static and dynamic processes,
cluding adhesion, wetting and spreading, lubrication, ma
chemical reactions, thin film growth, coating technology, e
@1#. However, such internal interfaces are not easily acc
sible to many experimental probes. This article describes
x-ray scattering studies of ordering in normal~nonmetallic,
non-liquid-crystalline, nonreactive, nonpolar! liquids of
roughly spherical, nonentangling molecules, near sol
liquid interfaces.

A number of experiments@1–13# show clearly that the
physical properties of interfacial liquids cannot be und
stood on the basis of continuum hydrodynamics. Surf
force measurements between two mica plates immerse
liquid show that the force is not monotonic, but contai
oscillations as a function of plate separation, attributed
‘‘structural forces’’ not contained in van der Waals bas
models@2#. The period of the oscillation corresponds to o
of the dimensions of the liquid molecule. Ellipsometric o
servations of stepwise spreading@3# and thickness-dependen
variations in the evaporation rate@4# provide other evidence
of this periodicity. The viscosity of a liquid film can be a
least 107 times that of the same liquid in bulk if the film
thickness is less than 6 to 7 times the molecular dimens
@5#. The observation of stick-slip motion during lateral tran
lation of the plates confining the thin film provides dynam
cal evidence of lateral ordering@6#. These experiments, how
ever, do not show the internal structure directly.

The use of strong, highly collimated x-ray beams fro
synchrotrons, at grazing incident angles, allows the dete
nation of structure in the small amounts of material at or n
surfaces and interfaces. X-ray studies of liquid metals h
shown that there is layering at the free surface@9,10#. Either
because of the narrow interface width (,1 Å) caused by the
large surface tensions of liquid metals, and/or because o
sharp boundary that must exist between the electronic st
ture of the liquid and that of the vapor@14#, there is a rela-
tively smooth ‘‘hard wall’’ at the free surfaces of liquid me
als. No evidence of layering has ever been observed at
1063-651X/2001/63~2!/021205~8!/$15.00 63 0212
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free surfaces of insulating fluids, which are much less sh
However, even an insulating liquid encounters a hard w

at a solid-liquid interface. Looking at the structure of th
interfacial liquid with x rays requires the photons to pe
etrate either the liquid or the solid, which results in attenu
tion of the main beam and a larger background due to s
tering from material that is not of interest. While th
increases the degree of difficulty, it is still possible to obta
useful data, as we shall show.

Prior to our own work, there has been only a single sc
tering experiment reporting non-liquid-like structure in a li
uid near a liquid-solid interface. Huismanet al. @11# have
studied the structure of gallium at a diamond-gallium int
face by sending x rays through a diamond crystal. The ul
pure liquid gallium was introduced in a UHV chamber on
a nonreactive (231) reconstructed diamond~111! surface.
Gallium does not wet diamond~contact angle;116°), and
thus only a macroscopic amount of liquid can be deposit
This would lead to unacceptably large diffuse scattering
x rays were sent through the disordered liquid; therefore
x rays were sent through the ordered diamond substrate.
diamond was slightly miscut so that the reflectivity is free
diffraction peaks from diamond. With this setup, they o
served a deviation from the reflectivity expected for an int
face, in the form of a broad hump peaked at;1.5 Å21. The
best fit to the data, assuming an exponentially decaying
density profile, showed an oscillation period of 3.83
which corresponds to the distance between two consecu
~001! planes of almost upright Ga2 dimers in solida-Ga.
The appearance of thea-gallium phase is very suggestive o
nucleation induced by the commensurate substrate struc
given that Ga2 is a small portion of the bulk liquid gallium
@11# and that no Ga2 layering has been observed at the fr
surface@10#. Moreover, gallium at room temperature~where
the experiments were done! is in a supercooled state 8 °C
below the freezing point.

More recently, another experiment using x-ray reflectiv
@8# has reported a density anomaly in liquid hexane a
solid–liquid interface. Thin hexane films were deposited
silicon substrates from hexane vapor by maintaining a sm
temperature difference between the substrate and the va
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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The reflectivity data was fitted by one anomalously de
layer 11 Å thick, which does not match the periodicity of
to 5 Å seen in surface force experiments onn-alkanes@15#.

In our own experiments described below, we endeavo
to eliminate possible special sources of enhanced orde
such as crystalline substrates, or the use of supercooled,
tallic, liquid crystalline or otherwise exceptional liquids. W
present data on interfacial layering in three normal liquids
temperatures distinctly higher than their freezing points~see
details in Sec. II!, where any observed ordering must be
general effect of physical confinement by a hard wall.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The ~111! silicon substrates (33130.1 in.) were pur-
chased from Semiconductor Processing, Inc. They w
cleaned in a strong oxidizer, 70% sulfuric acid and 30
hydrogen peroxide~70:30 v/v!, for 30 min at 90 °C, rinsed
10–15 times with a copious amount of pure wate
(.17.5 MV cm, Nanopure!, and stored in water until used

The x-ray reflectivity curve from uncoated silicon su
faces tends to vary from sample to sample, presumably
cause of differences in polishing and cleaning procedu
and sample chamber conditions. We checked the reflect
from our cleaned silicon substrates in our sample cham
with helium flowing, i.e., the same conditions as for the l
uid film studies to be described below. Figure 1 shows
reflectivity for the bare silicon immediately after cleaning,
h later, and 3 h later. These data show that a;7 Å thick
layer of impurities is adsorbed during the first 2 h, but su
sequently the layer becomes denser rather than thicker.
trends we see are similar to those shown in Fig. 1 of R
@16#. It will be seen that the features of the data from liqu
films are quite different from those seen at the silicon-
interface with or without impurities. However, our data d
show that ambient impurities can be adsorbed. This will
discussed further below.

To prepare ultrathin liquid films~45–90 Å!, we made
very dilute solutions of tetrakis~2-ethylhexoxy!silane ~TE-
HOS; see Fig. 2 for the molecular structure! in hexane. We

FIG. 1. Reflectivity for cleaned silicon under helium flow im
mediately after cleaning and drying with nitrogen gas, 2 h later, and
an additional 1 h later. Each scan took about 20 min.
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then dipped the silicon substrates in the solution, and wi
drew them at constant speeds to get uniform film thic
nesses. The reflectivity measurements were made at l
30 min after deposition; at this point all the hexane ha
evaporated, leaving only an ultrathin film of nonvolatile TE
HOS.

‘‘Thick’’ films of TEHOS, octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane
~OMCTS!, and tetrakis~trimethylsiloxy!silane ~TTMSS!
shown in Fig. 2 for the molecular structures were prepar
simply by pouring them onto silicon substrates and lettin
the substrate sit vertically until visible interference patter
are seen on the substrate surfaces. This typically ta
40 min to 1 h for TEHOS, and 5 min for OMCTS and TT
MSS. Excess liquid was drained with paper tissues at
lower edges of the substrates. The regions studied w
x-rays were at least 2 cm away from the draining edge. T
film thicknesses are estimated to be 4000–6000 Å. The ex
thickness is not important as long as the Kiessig fringes
not appear, because the off-specular background was m
sured immediately before and after each specular data po
This allowed us to study OMCTS and TTMSS, which evap
rate noticeably during the experiment~they evaporate too
fast to be studied in the form of ultrathin 45–90 Å films!.

X-ray reflectivity studies were performed at beamline
X18A ~MATRIX ! of the National Synchrotron Light Source
and at Sector 10~MRCAT! of the Advanced Photon Source
The samples were placed under helium during the measu
ments to reduce background scattering and radiation dama

III. RESULTS

A. Ultrathin „Ë100 Å… films

In an earlier paper@12#, we determined, using model-
independent fitting@17# of x-ray reflectivity data, that the

FIG. 2. Molecular structure of TEHOS, OMCTS, and TTMSS
5-2
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STRUCTURE OF INTERFACIAL LIQUIDS: X-RAY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 021205
molecules in 45–90 Å thick TEHOS films were layere
close to the solid-liquid interface. We first fitted the data w
a ‘‘base model,’’ in which the liquid is represented as a s
of uniform electron density with error-function-broaden
interfaces. We then divided the film into a series of th
slabs, and allowed the density of each to vary from the u
form ‘‘base’’ density. Each slab has a width of approx
matelyp/qmax, whereqmax is the highestqz reached during
the reflectivity scan. We found that it is useful to insert
second set of density slabs between members of the firs
to smooth the electron density profile and get a better
When the first set of slabs have been varied to reach the
possible fit, we fixed their densities and fitted the data w
the second set of slabs. We then repeated the fit with the
set of slabs while fixing the electron densities of the sec
set. We will discuss the effectiveness of this procedure la
in this paper.

Although the crucial feature of model-independent fitti
is the series of density slabs, the ‘‘base model’’ plays
essential role. It reduces the computer time required to re
the final fit and leads to a better fit with lower error. Th
model-independent method can converge on an obvio
unphysical electron density profile; the uniform dens
‘‘base model’’ provides a suitable starting point, thus avo
ing this problem.

As an example, reflectivity data for an 87 Å thick film a
shown in Fig. 3.~Data from a different sample can be foun
in Ref. @12#.! The dashed line through the data shows
best ‘‘base model’’ fit, and the solid line shows the mod
independent fit. The density as a function of distance fr
the interface, obtained from such model-independent fits
TEHOS films of various thicknesses, are shown in Fig.
Although the densities are not smooth curves because
have not assumed analytical functions, it can be seen
there is almost always a maximum between 10 and 20 Å
a smaller maximum between 20 and 30 Å. These featu
are present irrespective of the total film thickness.

The Patterson functions obtained from the reflectivity d
are also very useful because they can directly indicate
presence of density fluctuations in the liquid film witho
model assumptions or fitting procedures. In the Born
proximation, the Patterson function, the Fourier transform
the normalized reflectivity, can be written as

P~z!}E ]r~z1s!

]s

]r~s!

]s
ds,

wherer(z) is the electron density. In other words, the po
tions of peaks inP(z) correspond to the distances betwe
regions where the density is changing most rapidly. In or
to perform the numerical integration, the data are extra
lated with a Gaussian function~for an error-function-
broadened interface! up to 4 Å21 ~far beyond the measur
able range!, to eliminate termination effects which woul
appear otherwise as periodic oscillations.

For the 87 Å TEHOS film in Fig. 3, the positions of th
secondary maxima in the Patterson function~inset! directly
reveal an important feature of the density fluctuations in
uid films. The Patterson function~thick solid line! shows
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secondary maxima in the 10–30 Å region. The largest]r/]z
are at the solid-liquid and liquid-vapor interfaces, and hen
the largest peak in the Patterson function is at the film thi
ness of 87 Å. The smaller maxima at 20 and 30 Å indic
the existence of large]r/]z, 20 and 30 Å away from one o
the two interfaces. If so, these planes are 57 and 67 Å a
from the other interface, and thus there should be co
sponding maxima in the Patterson function at these positio
The absence of strong ‘‘symmetric’’ features means that
interface is rougher than the other, i.e., has a lower]r/]z
than the other, and that the density fluctuations within
liquid are near the smoother interface.

The smoother side can easily be determined from
uniform-density ‘‘base model’’ fit. There are only four fittin
parameters in this fit~thickness and average electron dens
of the film and the widths of the two interfaces!. The thick-
ness is essentially set by the reflectivity minima, and
average electron density should be about the same as th
the bulk liquid. Unless the average electron density of
liquid is very close to 0.5rSi ~in our caserTEHOS50.43rSi),
the fitting procedure distinguishes the two interface wid
unambiguously. We consistently find that the silicon
TEHOS interface is smoother than the TEHOS–air interfa
This result, taken together with the peaks in the Patter
functions, tells us that the density oscillations in the TEHO
are near the silicon–TEHOS interface. Of course, this is c
firmed by the model-independent fitting.

The open circles in Fig. 5~a! show normalized reflectivity
data for a;57 Å thick TEHOS film taken over a very wide
range, up to 1.5 Å21. The same types of lines as in Fig. 3 a
used for the uniform- and model-independent density fits

FIG. 3. X-ray reflectivity data from a;87 Å TEHOS film
~open circles!; best fit assuming an uniform-electron-density liqu
film ~dashed line!; best fit using a variable~model-independent!
electron density within the film~solid line!. Inset: Patterson func-
tions, shifted vertically for clarity: from the reflectivity data~bold
solid line, top!; from the variable-density fit~thin solid line,
middle!; from the uniform-density fit~dashed line, bottom!. The
secondary maxima in the 10–30 Å region and the absence of
maxima in the 50–80 Å region indicate that the density fluctuatio
are closer to the smoother solid–liquid interface. See text for
tails.
5-3
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YU, RICHTER, KMETKO, DUGAN, DATTA, AND DUTTA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 021205
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. Figure 5~c! shows the electron densit
profile from the model-independent fit~solid line! with den-
sity slabs of 2.5 Å width and the uniform-density fit~dashed
line!. The density curves obtained without data abo
0.9 Å21 are not significantly different, because the highq
data only refine the electron density at smaller length sca

In summary, the ultrathin film experiments show abo
three visible internal layers in TEHOS at the liquid-so
interface, with a plane spacing close to the molecule size.
have also seen that the amplitude of the density oscillat
decreases as the roughness of the substrate becomes
@12#. However, although the fitting procedure that we e
ployed is simple and direct, the conclusions derived are
directly obvious from the data. There is a broad hump in
reflectivity, but its identification as a diffraction peak is n
very convincing; these data do not show clear diffract
peaks such as those seen due to layering at the free sur
of liquid metals@9,10#. The density profiles~Fig. 4! are pe-
riodic but not very smooth.

On the other hand, Fig. 4 seems to be telling us that
thickness of the film does not matter. If this is so, the lay
ing should exist even at a single interface far from oth
interfaces, i.e., in a semi-infinite liquid. Such a system wo
not show the strong reflectivity oscillations~Kiessig fringes!

FIG. 4. r(z) for various TEHOS samples~thicknesses as
marked!. Each curve is shifted vertically byDr50.013 from the
curve above it for clarity. The second, third, fourth, and fifth curv
from the top have been shifted towards the left by small amounts~2,
1, 2, and 1 Å) to bring the minima into approximate registry w
the other curves. Taken from Ref.@12#, with additional data.
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visible in the ultrathin film data, and thus allow us to s
features of interest much more clearly.

B. Thick films of TEHOS on smooth, rough, and dirty
substrates

It has been shown that it is possible to penetrate b
liquids with higher-energy x-rays forin situ studies of
chemical processes at interfaces@18,19#. However, the scat-
tering from the bulk liquid is then so strong that it obscur
any features in the scattering from the interfacial liquid. W
therefore prepared relatively thick films by simply pourin
the pure liquid onto the substrate and allowing it to dra
until interference patterns on the substrate are visible.
film thicknesses are then estimated to be 4000–6000 Å. S
films are thick enough that there are no Kiessig fringes d
to interference between x rays reflected at the solid-liq
and liquid–air interfaces; at the same time, they are t
enough to allow x rays to penetrate without much attenua
and scatter from the interfacial region.

Figure 6 shows reflectivity data for specular and 0.1° o
specular longitudinal scans for;5000 Å thick TEHOS films
@13#. Usually the off-specular ‘‘background’’ is subtracte
from the specular counts, but we show them separately h
to emphasize the similarities and differences. Both sc
show peaks at 0.59 Å21, which gives a ‘‘plane spacing’’ of
10.7 Å. The small peak in the off-specular data is due
isotropic short-range order in the bulk liquid; its full width a
half maximum ~FWHM! is 0.25 Å21, corresponding to a
coherence length of;22 Å, about two intermolecular dis
tances. This peak was not affected by silicon surface rou
ness or cleanliness, confirming that it is due to the bulk l
uid. The peak in the specular direction is much stronger,

s

FIG. 5. ~a! X-ray reflectivity data from a;57 Å TEHOS film
~open circles!; best fit assuming an uniform-electron-density liqu
film ~dashed line!; best fit using a variable~model-independent!
electron density within the film~solid line!. ~b! Patterson functions,
shifted vertically for clarity: from the reflectivity data~bold solid
line, top!; from the variable-density fit~thin solid line, middle!;
from the uniform-density fit~dashed line, bottom!. ~c! Calculated
electron density: from the uniform-density fit~dashed line!; from
the variable-density fit~solid line!.
5-4
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STRUCTURE OF INTERFACIAL LIQUIDS: X-RAY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 021205
slightly sharper radially~FWHM ;0.18 Å21, corresponding
to a coherence length of;32 Å, meaning that there are;3
molecular layers oriented parallel to the substrate surfa!.
Its rocking curve is very sharp~width of ;0.02°).

Although the data from thick films are visually muc
more striking than those from ultrathin films, some inform
tion is lost. In the ultrathin films, our model-independe
fitting placed the layers at the solid-liquid interface beca
the data contain phase information for reflections from b
interfaces as well as from the internal layers. The same
formation cannot be extracted from the data for thick film
The layers from which the specular peak originates mus
in the liquid ~the peak is not seen when there is no liqu
film!, but we cannot tell directly, from the data abov
whether the layers are near the solid-liquid or the liquid-
interface. However, we can use a different approach.
prepared similarly thick films, using the same procedur
but on an unpolished~visibly rough! silicon surface. The
x-ray reflectivity data are shown in Fig. 7~b!. For compari-
son, Fig. 7~a! is the background-subtracted reflectivity curv
i.e., Fig. 6~a! after subtracting Fig. 6~b!. The inset~a! and~b!

FIG. 6. X-ray scattering from a;0.5 mm liquid film of TEHOS
on a clean, smooth (;3 Å rms roughness! silicon substrate:~a!
wave vectorq normal to the substrate surface~i.e., in the specular
direction! and ~b! same sample but with wave vectorq at an angle
of 0.1° to the specular direction. The weak peak in the off-spec
direction is due to the isotropic correlations in the liquid. The pe
in the specular direction is much stronger and slightly sharper;
enhancement is due to layer formation parallel to the silicon s
face. From Ref.@13#.
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of Fig. 7 shows the same reflectivities near the critical an
of the silicon substrate. The critical angle for the TEHOS–
interface is seen for both cases at;0.02 Å21, but only the
scattering from the polished surface shows the critical an
of the silicon–TEHOS interface at;0.03 Å21. ~These
angles are consistent with those calculated usinguc

5lArr 0 /p where r 0 is the classical electron radius. Th
formula givesuc,Si50.222° forl51.5405 Å @16#. The for-
mula also tells us thatuc,TEHOS5uc,SiArTEHOS/rSi which
matches the observations.!

The data in Fig. 7 show that when a rough substrate
used, the liquid–air interface for such a thick film is still a
smooth as when a polished substrate is used. However
specular diffraction peak is not seen with a rough substr
This tells us that the internal layers in the liquid must
forming near the solid-liquid interface.

The reflectivity in Fig. 7~b! is primarily determined by the
surface roughness of the liquid–air interface; the reflect
from the rough Si surface is negligible. The absence of Ki
sig fringes tells us that the reflections from the two interfac

r
k
is
r-

FIG. 7. Normalized reflectivity data for TEHOS from the crit
cal angle (0.0316 Å21) of silicon: ~a! for a film on a clean and
smooth silicon substrate and~b! for a liquid film on a clean but
visibly rough silicon substrate. The off-specular background
been subtracted from the specular scattering. Inset: Reflectivity
at very low angles. In~a! the two critical angles for reflection at th
two interfaces can be seen. In~b! the critical angle for the silicon–
liquid interface is not seen because the Si surface is rough, bu
liquid–air interface is still smooth enough for the critical angle
be seen. From Ref.@13#.
5-5
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YU, RICHTER, KMETKO, DUGAN, DATTA, AND DUTTA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 021205
are incoherent; thus the contribution of the liquid-air inte
face to the smooth substrate data can be removed by sim
subtracting the rough substrate data. The difference data
then be treated as the interfacial scattering from a sili
substrate immersed in an infinitely thick liquid. We fitted t
difference data using both the model-independent met
@Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!# and also separately by assuming that
density variations are an exponentially decaying sine fu
tion of the distance from the interface@Fig. 8~c!#. The result-
ing density profiles are very similar. The difference data
shown in Fig. 9 with the exponentially decaying sine fun
tion fit as a solid line. The corresponding Patterson funct
is shown in the inset of Fig. 9. Further details on fitting a
given in Refs.@12,13#.

The density profiles in Fig. 8 are shifted down 0.1rSi for
clarity. Figure 8~a! is the best model-independent fit with on
set of density slabs;~b! is the best fit with the second~inter-
polated! set of density slabs. It can be seen that~b! is
smoother than~a! and shows clearer;10 Å density oscilla-
tions, although there was only a 2% decrease in the redu

FIG. 8. Electron density profiles resulting from fits to the T
HOS data:~a! from model-independent fitting with one set of sla
~see details in the text!; ~b! from model-independent fitting with a
second set of slabs; and~c! from a fit assuming that there is
decaying sine function density oscillation at the interface. The th
curves have been shifted vertically by 0.1 for clarity. Comparing~a!
and ~b! we find that fitting also with the second slabs smooths
curve ~a! and slightly shifts the density oscillations, but does n
change the basic conclusions. Very close to the interface,
model-independent fit~b! shows a density that cannot be repr
duced by a decaying sine function~c!. All three fits give very simi-
lar results and demonstrate that the qualitative conclusion~layer
formation! is not an artifact of a particular fitting procedure.
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x2. The decaying sine function fit~c! shows all the same
features, except very close to the interface where a sim
analytic function cannot exactly reproduce the behavior
vealed by model-independent fits.

We also intentionally contaminated the substrate surf
by leaving it in the ambient environment for 5 h after clean-
ing. We then deposited thick films of pure TEHOS with th
usual pouring and draining method. The resulting reflectiv
curve is shown in Fig. 10~a!. It is clear that the impurities
reduce the diffraction peak in the 0.5–0.9 Å21 region com-
pared with Fig. 6~a!. However, when the sample is looked
after 8 h without further treatment, the diffraction peak b
comes stronger. This is most likely due to the diffusion
impurities into the bulk liquid. These results further confir
that the layering is at the substrate–liquid interface. In F
10~c! we show the reflectivity data for an ultrathin~49 Å!
thick film for comparison. The ‘‘hump’’ region from
0.5–0.9 Å21 is very similar to that seen with a dirty sub
strate. This suggests that the ultrathin films are easily c
taminated by adsorbed impurities; in contrast to a thick fil
it is not possible for impurities in an ultrathin film to diffus
far from the interface region.

C. Thick films of OMCTS and TTMSS

It is reasonable to ask whether the phenomena repo
above are unique to TEHOS or a general property of liqui

e

e
t
e

FIG. 9. The normalized reflectivity data for a semi-infinite S
TEHOS interface, obtained by subtracting Fig. 7~b! from Fig. 7~a!.
The solid line is a fit using the exponentially decaying sine den
model. Inset: corresponding Patterson function for the data~the data
below 0.1 Å21 was cut off and extrapolated with a Gaussi
curve!.
5-6
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STRUCTURE OF INTERFACIAL LIQUIDS: X-RAY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E63 021205
We chose the molecular liquids OMCTS and TTMSS; th
molecular structures are shown in Fig. 2. OMCTS has b
quite heavily studied with the surface force apparatus,
shows prominent force oscillations when the separation
tween the two mica plates is less than;10 times the mo-
lecular size@20#. Although the evaporation rates of OMCT
and TTMSS are so large that they could not be used to
pare stable ultrathin films, we were able to obtain reprod
ible reflectivity data for;5000 Å thick films. Due to the
higher evaporation rate, the film thickness changes durin
reflectivity scan, but since the off-specular backgrou
~which depends on the amount of bulk liquid! was measured
immediately before and after each specular point,

FIG. 10. Normalized reflectivity data for TEHOS films:~a! de-
posited on a smooth silicon substrate which had been cleaned
then left in air for 5 h and~b! for the same sample after 8 h. Th
reduction of the diffraction peak in the 0.5–0.9 Å region compa
to that seen on a clean silicon substrate@Fig. 6~a!# and the recovery
of the peak with time indicate that the layering must be near
solid-liquid interface.~c! 49 Å thick film for comparison, from Ref.
@12#. The data are shifted down vertically for clarity. See text
details.
02120
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background-subtracted data are insensitive to the film thi
ness.

The resulting reflectivity curves are shown in Figs. 11 a
12, for OMCTS and TTMSS, respectively. The insets sho
the background-subtracted specular peaks. Although
OMCTS specular peak is weak, it is statistically significan

Some bulk and interface spacings and correlation leng
are summarized in Table I.a5A3 density/weight is a simple
measure of the average bulk spacing.ab andLb are average
spacing and the correlation length determined from the b
diffraction peak, andas andLs are the same parameters fo

nd

d

e

FIG. 11. X-ray scattering with wave vectorq in the specular
direction ~solid squares! and in a 0.1° off-specular direction~open
squares!, from a ;0.5 mm liquid film of OMCTS on a clean,
smooth (;3 Å rms roughness! silicon substrate. Inset: specula
reflectivity data after subtracting the background.

FIG. 12. X-ray scattering with wave vectorq in the specular
direction ~solid squares! and in a 0.1° off-specular direction~open
squares!, from a ;0.5 mm liquid film of TTMSS on a clean,
smooth (;3 Å rms roughness! silicon substrate. Inset: specula
reflectivity data after subtracting the background.
5-7
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TABLE I. Various characteristic lengths for TEHOS, OMCTS, TTMSS, and CCl4. We notice a similar
behavior between TTMSS and CCl4. ~m.p 5 melting point,T 5 measuring temperature!. See text for other
notations.

m.p( °C) T( °C) a(Å) ab(Å) Lb(Å) Lb /ab as(Å) Ls(Å) Ls /as

TEHOS ,240 25 10.1 10.5 22 ;2 10.7 32 ;3
OMCTS 17.4 22 8.0 7.6 33 ;4 7.3 36 ;5
TTMSS 260 0 9.0 8.3 48 ;5 8.5 55 ;6
CCl4 222.9 25 5.3 4.8 25 ;5
ck

a
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nr
ng
be

t it
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ent
the specular diffraction peak after subtracting the ba
ground due to the bulk. The ratiosLb /ab andLs /as express
the correlation length as a multiple of the spacing. In
cases,Ls /as is larger thanLb /ab . BothLb /ab andLs /as are
larger for TTMSS and OMCTS than for TEHOS, but su
numbers are not unusual; as shown in Table I, bulk CCl4 has
similarly long correlations@21#.

D. Summary

Layering is seen at solid–liquid interfaces using three
uids whose molecules are nonpolar, nearly spherical, no
active, non-liquid-crystalline, and well above the melti
point. Thus this layering can reasonably be expected to
ee
n

B

.S

sk
n

ie

02120
-
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e-

a

general property of liquids. Moreover, we have shown tha
occurs at a single liquid-solid interface, not just in an ultr
thin film between two proximate interfaces.
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